Individual protocol that must be followed when using Elarth Hall and/or the bathrooms off the old coatroom. No other rooms are to be used.

Sanitize hands upon entering and leaving the building (near accessible door – available on table or from wall dispenser)

Stay at least 6 feet apart from others at all times

Masks must be worn at all times, covering nose and mouth

No food or drink sharing

Bathroom use (use ones off old coatroom only):

   Fifteen minutes between uses of the bathroom. Fill in form provided.

   Wash hands thoroughly

   Wipe down everything touched in the bathroom (flush handle, faucet, sink, etc.) with the provided sanitizing wipes.

Clean after a meeting or bathroom use with provided disinfectant wipes:

   Door handles

   Chairs

   Thermostats

   Light and fan switches

   Anything else that was touched

If you test positive for Covid-19 shortly after being in the building, contact the minister or administrator and all persons you were in contact with.